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Pursuant to section 54 of the Roads Act R.S.P.E.I. 1988, Cap. R-15, the Minister of Transportation and Public Works made the following regulations:

1. **Public utility easement fees**

   (1) A public utility, except a water or sewerage public utility, shall pay to the Provincial Treasurer in respect of the grant of a public utility easement pursuant to section 4.1 of the Act an annual fee calculated as follows:

   (a) $75 per kilometre where the aerial lines or cables extend along highways designated as arterial highways;

   (b) $37.50 per kilometre where the aerial lines or cables extend along highways designated as collector or local highways or along seasonal roads or subdivision streets.

   **Application**

   (2) The fees set out in subsection (1) apply to existing and future installations. *(EC476/97)*